


INSTRUMENT LANDING

SYSTEMS FOR AIRCRAFT

(Part 1)

HENRY W. ROBERTS

Not less than seven methods of blind

landing have been successfuly demon-
strated in flight. Not less than two com-
mercial airlines—Pan American Airways
and Deutsche Zeppelinreederei—make use

of instrument landing on their regular

schedules as a matter of course. Thou-
sands of "blind" landings have been made,

and more are being made daily.

As far as instrument flight between two
points is concerned, the problem of arriv-

ing over the point of destination is easily

solved by modern radio aids—the radio

range beacon system or a radio direction

finding system. The present problem is

how to bring the ship within the airport

limits, and effect a safe landing without

seeing the ground. To accomplish this the

pilot needs three-fold information—in

what direction the airport lies ; how far

away; and how far below. This informa-

tion must be continuously and automat-

ically available to define a spatial landing

path from a point in space above the

ground to a point on the airport runway.
The ideal instrument landing system

has yet to be built, but the work already

accomplished in this direction unmistak-

ably points the way to the final solution.

Eight successful systems of instrument

landing developed to date (seven of

which have been tested in flight) are

described in this series, and their merits

considered. Part I includes information

on the Bureau of Air Commerce system,

the Army-Hegenberger system, and the

United Air Lines svstem.

Tbe combined instrument of

the Bureau system consists of

two crossed indicator pointers

Bureau oi Air Commerce System

The first practical instrument landing

system was developed by H. Diamond
under the auspices of the Bureau of

Standards and the Bureau of Air Com-
merce (then the Department of Com-
merce, Aeronautics Branch) during 1930-

1931. The first totally "blind" landing was
made by M. S. Boggs on Sept. 16, 1931.

The Bureau's experiments were first con-

ducted at College Park, Md., and after

the system had been perfected, a trial in-

stallation was made at the Newark Mu-
nicipal Airport.

This system fulfilled all requirements

for instrument landing in that it con-

tinuously and automatically provided lat-

eral, longitudinal and vertical guidance,

i.e., it indicated in what direction the air-

port lay, how far away, and how far be-

low. It withstood the test of time, has

been often imitated, and, with very few

refinements, is probably destined to be-

come the accepted instrument landing sys-

tem for land aircraft operation.

In the original installation at Newark
lateral guidance was provided by a run-

way localizing beacon operating in the

radio range beacon frequencies (200-400

kc). A 200-watt transmitter was used,

feeding two small multi-turn antennas,

oriented to coincide with the landing

direction.

For reception of lateral guidance, a

standard beacon type receiver was em-
ployed, fed by a pole antenna atop the

fuselage. Directional sensitivity was made
possible by an addition to the pole an-

tenna of a flat-top element extending to

the tail. Reception of signals was visual,

but instead of a vibrating reed instru-

Schematic diagram and (left) tbe

landing beam array of the Bureau of

Air Commerce blind landing installa-

tion at the Newark Municipal Airport

ment, a reed converter was used, which

interpreted the signals by actuating the

vertical pointer of the combined instru-

ment. In appearance, purpose and action

the reed converter is identical with the

zero-center type left-right course indica-

tor now used with radio direction finders.

Vertical guidance was provided by an

ultra-short-wave transmitter, operating at

a frequency of 90,800 kc. (3.3 m), feed-

ing a directional antenna array, oriented

in the landing direction and set at a

slight angle to the ground.

For reception of vertical guidance, a

simple ultra-high-frequency receiver was
used, fed by two horizontal half-wave

antennas located slightly forward of the

leading edge of the wing. This arrange-

ment was sensitive to the horizontally

polarized waves emitted by the ultra-

short-wave transmitter, and actuated the

horizontal pointer of the combined instru-

ment, indicating (in the vertical dimen-

sion) the position of the airplane in

relation to the gliding path. By keeping

this horizontal pointer centered, the pilot

could follow a line of constant field in-

tensity to a safe landing.

Longitudinal guidance was provided by

two methods. First, the approximate dis-

tance from the airport and the rate of

approach were indicated by a direct cur-

rent milliammeter connected in the plate

supply to the radio frequency amplifying

tubes of the beacon receiving set. As the

airplane approaches the transmitter, there

is an increase in the field intensity of the

runway beacon transmitter, and the input

voltages to the receiver consequently in-

crease. The receiver is equipped with au-

tomatic volume control ; and since the au-

tomatic volume control, under these con-

ditions, operates to increase the negative

biasing voltage on the grids of these tubes,

their plate current is approximately in-

versely proportional to the field intensity

of the runway beacon.

Absolute longitudinal guidance was pro-

vided aurally. Two low power oscilla-

tors, feeding long horizontal antennas
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Receiving antenna used on a Boeing by
United Air Lines for making blind landings

with radiation directed sharply upwards
were employed. These two markers formed

two "walls" of sound through which the

aircraft had to pass as it followed the

landing path to the airport. The first of

these markers (in the original Newark
installation) was approximately 2.500 feet

from the edge of the airport, while the

other was at the airport boundary. Two
different modulation frequencies were em-
ployed for ready identification of these

markers, and if the landing path was cor-

rectly followed, the height above the

ground of the airplane's horizontal receiv-

ing antenna was 100 ft. at the first

marker beacon, and 50 ft. at the second.

The point of contact of the wheels with

the ground depended on the distance be-

tween the horizontal antennas and the

wheels of the airplane.

Although the system does provide the

three-fold information which the pilot

needs to make a safe landing without see-

ing the ground, his equipment on board
the airplane was rather complex in the

original version. To those familiar with
radio, certain improvements, made pos-

sible by the research of the last four years,

will suggest themselves. Such improve-
ments would probably be found to have
been already incorporated in the Lorenz
and United Air Lines systems, both of

which are based on the original Bureau
of Air Commerce system.

The comparative immobility of the
ground installation, which was oriented in

the direction of prevailing wind, is a dis-

advantage. Although the beam could be
swung within a 40° sector, it nevertheless
did not provide instrument landing intel-

ligence through the remaining 320°.

Despite its apparent complexity the
system is simple. The following brief de-
scription of its operation may be of value
to those whose knowledge of radio may
be limited.

The accompanying illustrations, which
apply to the Lorenz system, illustrate

equally well the principles developed by
Diamond. The principle of operation of
the runway localizing beacon is identical

Bureau of Air Commerce blind
approach system to airports as

applied at Washington Airport

with that of the familiar radio range bea-

con. The drawing shows a two-course

localizing beacon, employing a transmit-

ting antenna and two reflectors. Radio
waves emitted by this antenna arrange-

ment propagate in the form of over-

lapping elipses. One reflector is keyed

with dots, and the other with dashes

(corresponding to the A and N signals of

our range beacons). Points along the line

XY (called the equisignal line) receive

both signals with equal intensity. This
line is the radio "beam" ; four - course

range beacons employ four reflectors, giv-

ing four beams.

If the airplane moves to the right or

left of this line, either dashes or dots will

predominate. The ratio of their predomi-

nance will depend on how far the air-

plane strays from the equisignal line, or

beam, and to which side. Thus, along the

line TAB, dashes will predominate over

dots in the ratio of TB to TA.
The landing beam transmitter is ad-

justed at a slight angle to the ground,

and the pear-shaped curved lines in the

drawing represent loci, or points in space,

where the field intensity (and conse-

quently the signal strength) is equal.

The pilot approaches the airport at a

convenient altitude, until the landing beam

Radio room at Oakland where United Air
Lines is conducting its blind landing tests

pointer assumes horizontal position. The
pilot begins gliding, and so long as he

keeps the pointer horizontal, he knows
that he is approaching the field along a

line of constant field intensity which will

lead him to a safe landing. The indi-

cating instrument may be adjusted to

follow as steep or as shallow a gliding

path as the flying characteristics of that

particular airplane may require. All such

gliding paths eventually converge at sub-

stantially the same point of the runway.

Before concluding this brief description

of the Diamond, or Bureau of Air Com-
merce, system, another development of

his should be noted. It is the approach

system to airports, utilizing the conven-

tional radio range beacon. • The illustra-

tions show its applications at Washington.

As the pilot follows the radio range

beam, the first marker A (at George-

town), located 2.5 miles from the airport,

warns the pilot to begin his glide prepara-

tory to definite orientation. At marker B
(at Arlington Farms), 2 miles away, his

altitude should be 300 ft., and he gauges his

glide accordingly. When beacon B is

reached, at an altitude of 300 ft., the pilot

changes his course for the airport run-

way—in this instance 22° to the left. The
airport is now half a mile away, and no
instrument landing system would be re-

quired except for ceilings under 100 ft.

{Continued on following page)
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Field intensity diagram
of the Bureau of Air
Commerce blind approach
system at Washington
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The Lorenz layout showing how a definite gliding path is provided

(Continued from preceding page)
Army-Hegenberger System

The Army-Hegenberger system of in-

strument landing is based on the use of

recently developed radio direction finders.

It should be more correctly called "in-

strument approach system," as it does not

provide vertical guidance.

Its greatest virtue lies in the extreme

elasticity of its operation, mobility, and
light weight of both transmitting and
receiving equipment. It is especially well

adapted for military operation, as the en-

tire system can be transported and set up
at a regular or an emergency airport

within a few hours.

The ground installation consists of two
low-power non-directional mobile trans-

mitters operating on separate frequencies.

The two transmitters are oriented to coin-

cide with the landing direction, and lo-

cated at one side of the runway, at defi-

nite distances from the airport bound-
aries. The first transmitter is usually

placed about 3 miles from the field, and
the second at the field boundary.

The receiving equipment consists of an
ordinary radio direction finder with its

usual course indicating instrument. The
pilot orients himself by taking bearings on
the two transmitters, and, by trial and
error, determines the compass bearing of

the runway. With the runway defined, and
the landing direction established, the pilot

proceeds making trial approaches for a

landing until he passes over the first trans-

mitter at the prescribed altitude. This ori-

ents him with respect to the direction of

the airport, distance to the airport, and
altitude. From this point he takes a bear-

ing on the second transmitter, and after

that is passed, proceeds to land without

further guidance.

Maj. Albert Hegenberger, who devel-

oped this system, has made numerous
"blind" approaches and "blind" landings

using this arrangement ; and many other

pilots who have tested it bring the total

of approaches and landings made to sev-

eral hundred. The system has apparently

given satisfaction in service, despite its

lack of vertical guidance, such as is found

in the Diamond sytem. It is, however,

doubtful if this system will be adopted

commercially in its present form because

of its insufficient demarcation of the land-

ing path.

Considerable additional experimental

work is now being done with this system.

The Diamond system at Newark was
abandoned in the Fall of 1934, and the

Army-Hegenberger system "adopted as

standard" by the Bureau of Air Com-
merce. In order to investigate its suitabil-

ity for commercial operation, arrange-

ments were made, in February 1935, to

install a combination of the Army-Hegen-
berger-Bureau of Air Commerce system

along the route flown by Transcontinental

and Western Air. It is interesting to note

that the Diamond ultra-short-wave land-

ing beam, once abandoned, has been

quietly reinstated, at least in the Indian-

apolis installation.

United Air Lines System

Much interest has been attracted by the

instrument landing work conducted this

year by United Air Lines at Oakland
Airport. They have revived the original

Diamond system in its entirety, intro-

duced and tested all the latest refinements

made in it abroad since its virtual aban-

donment in this country, and have done

considerable independent research.

The receiving antenna employed in one

of their stock 247 Boeing airliners, in

which instrument landing tests were made,

is essentially the vertical pole antenna and

the two horizontal half - wave antennas

used in the original Diamond system, but

the improvement in design and construc-

tion is unmistakable.

Their most interesting development,

however, has been the utilization of the

Sperry gyro pilot in conjunction with the

system. This instrument eliminates, to a

considerable extent, the human element,

and relieves the pilot of the task of fol-

lowing the rapidly narrowing landing

beam to the ground. The human pilot can

devote more time to close observation of

his landing instruments, while the "Iron

Mike," assisted by but an occasional twist

of the setting dials, keeps the ship steady

on course.

Another development of considerable

value has been United's work with a rela-

Lorenz directional antenna array

tively new type of marker beacon, which

transmits an egg-shaped field and lights

a neon light on the instrument board as

the pilot passes through the marker bea-

con field. Similar marker beacons were

used by Pan American Airways for alti-

tude and position check because the field is

clearly defined, and knowing the speed

of the airplane and the duration of flight

through the egg-shaped zone permitted a

definite radio check on absolute altitude

over the ground. Such beacons are now
being installed by the Bureau of Air Com-
merce at terminal stations. They operate

on a frequency of 91,000 kc. (approxi-

mately 3.3 meters), and are modulated

with a 60-cycle tone. The egg - shaped

field is projected to an altitude of approxi-

mately 12,000 ft., and at 5,000 ft. the field

is approximately one mile wide. A light,

compact and simple receiver for such

marker beacons has been constructed by
the Boeing School of Aeronautics.

During this summer, hundreds of in-

strument landings have been successfully

made without a single mishap. This mod-
ernized Diamond system has apparently

solved the airline's problem.

Part II will be devoted to a description of five

more instrument landing systems—Pan American,
Lorenz. Loth Electromagnetic, Simon, and Zep-
pelin-Telefunken. Requirements for an ideal system
also will be discussed.
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